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Abstract 
The Stone-Tech compactification PkJ of the additive semigroup (FU, + ) has a natural- 
and much studied-semigroup structure. We contribute some new pathological results to 
our knowledge of this semigroup. We find 2’ disjoint compact semigroups in PN whose free 
product is also a subsemigroup; each of these compact semigroups itself has a complex 
structure. In particular, the free semigroup product of 2’ idempotents can be found in /3FU 
We also discuss three different types of subsemigroups of /3N, each of which is, in some 
sense, singly generated by a right cancellable element of /?N\FV. 
Keywords: /3N; Stone-Tech compactification; Compact right topological semigroup 
Ah4S (MOS) Subj. Class.: 22A1.5, 54D35 
1. Introduction 
In what follows, N will denote the set of positive integers and /3N its Stone-tech 
compactification. It is well known that the operation of addition can be extended 
in a natural way to p/U For each m E N, the map n * m + n from N to itself 
extends to a continuous mapping from PN to itself. The image of the element 
Y E /3N under this mapping is denoted by m + v. Then, for each v E /3N, the map 
m c) m + v from N to pN again extends to a continuous mapping from j?N to 
itself. The image of the element k E /3N is denoted by /1 + V. Thus 
F + v = lim, lim,( m, + np) 
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where (m,) and (na> denote nets in N converging to p and v respectively in pi% It 
is immediate that the map p H p + v from pN to itself is continuous for each 
v E /3N. It is also easy to see that the operation of addition on pN is associative; 
for 
(A + FL) + v = lim, lim, lim,(l, + mp) + 12? 
and 
A + (p + V) = lim, Iimp lim, I, + (nta + n,), 
where (I,), Cm,) and (n,,) are nets in N converging to A, p and v respectively in 
PN. Thus (/IN, +> is a compact right topological semigroup. It is the maximum 
compact right topological semigroup in which N can be embedded so that it lies in 
the topological centre A(pN) = 1~ E PM v - p + v is continuous}. 
The semigroup (PN, +) has been widely studied, both because of its interest as 
a natural extension of the most familiar of all semigroups and because of its 
applications. Perhaps the most significant uses are in combinatorial number theory 
141, but it plays an important role in topological dynamics as the largest singly 
generated discrete dynamical system (see material on Ellis semigroups, for exam- 
ple in [lo]). 
It has been shown that PN contains subsemigroups of certain kinds. For 
example, /3N contains a copy of the free group on 2’ generators [51. It also contains 
copies of the semigroup freely generated by two idempotents [3]. It has also 
recently been shown [3] that PN contains copies of the semigroup (N, max) (the set 
of positive integers with the operation maximum, which can alternatively be 
described as a semigroup whose elements can be listed as a countable sequence 
(e,) of idempotents satisfying e, + e, = e, + e, = e, if n > ml. We shall give a 
brief proof of this statement at the end of this introduction. 
Our purpose in Section 2 is to show that pN contains many free products of 
semigroups. Suppose that F is a family of semigroups. By the free product of the 
family r when the semigroups in r are disjoint we shall mean the semigroup 
whose elements are finite sequences of the form u1u2a3.. . a,, where ui E U T and 
ai and u,+i belong to different semigroups in r for each i = 1, 2,. . . , n - 1. We 
define the product of the elements a1u2u3.. . a, and bib*. . . b, to be 
ula,a3.. . a,b,b2... b, if a, and b, belong to different semigroups in r, and to be 
uiu2u3.. . u,_,(u,b,)b,. . . b, otherwise. When the members of F are not disjoint, 
the free product of r will mean the free product of disjoint copies of these 
members. 
We shall show that there are 2’ disjoint infinite compact subsemigroups of /?N 
whose free product is contained in PN. (In particular, pN contains the free 
product of 2’ idempotents.) We shall also show that each of these semigroups itself 
has a rich structure. Each of them contains a copy of the free group on 2’ 
generators, and each left or right ideal in each of these semigroups contains 2’ 
idempotents. They each contain a copy of the semigroup (N, max), and thus PN 
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contains the free product of 2’ copies of (tV, max). In fact, any compact subsemi- 
group of pkJ which contains an element right cancellable in PkJ (that is, a 5 such 
that p + 5 = v + 5 implies ,u = V) will have the properties listed. 
Now /3N contains a large number of right cancellable elements. It was shown in 
[12] that the set of such elements contains kJ*\(tV* + kJ*> and therefore a set 
dense and open in the subspace kJ* = pN\tU We shall consider several semi- 
groups related to elements 5 of /3N which are of particular significance if 5 is right 
cancellable. The first is S,, the semigroup generated by 5. We write K, for the 
smallest compact semigroup which contains 5; for a right cancellable element of 
N*, q is not a semigroup [13], so that S,s K,. We say a subset of N* is countubZy 
closed if it contains the closure of all of its countable subsets, and we write I$ for 
the smallest countably closed subsemigroup containing 5. Thus r<& Vc c K,. We 
show in Proposition 4.2 that V6 is dense in K,. Our last semigroup, C,, is defined 
for only some elements 5 of Iw* and is more difficult to describe. We shall do this 
below. 
We shall prove that all these semigroups are distinct. In Theorem 4.3 we show 
that all elements of Vc are right cancellable when .$ is. Many subsets of Vc 
generate free semigroups in @J, and in particular q\S, does. Finally, and 
surprisingly, in Theorem 4.4 we prove that all the semigroups V’< corresponding to 
different right cancellable elements 5 are algebraically isomorphic. 
1.1. Notation 
In what follows, we shall use some of the general properties of compact right 
topological semigroups proved in [ll] (and in [1,$1.2]). We shall regard the 
elements of j3kJ as being ultrafilters on N. For any ,u E PfV, a basis for the 
neighbourhoods of p is provided by the sets of the form (V E PFU: ME v}, where 
M E p. Each such set is clopen in PFV, and PkJ is a Stonean space if its topology is 
defined in this way. Note that A4 E p if and only if p E a (the bar denotes closure 
in j3kJ throughout this paper), where p E PkJ and MC kJ. If M c N, M* will 
denote M\M. 
We shall say that the integer n is expressed dyadically if we have IZ = 2’1 + 2’2 
+ . . . +2bs, where b,, b,,. . . , b, are nonnegative integers satisfying b, < b, < . . . 
<b,. We shall put supp II = {2bl, 2b2 2 . . * , 2’s). We shall write supp m < supp II if 
x < y for every x E supp m, y E supp n. 
H will denote n n nEN2 N. H is a subsemigroup of PkJ which contains all the 
idempotents of PN. (This can be proved by using the canonical maps q, from N to 
Z,. The maps qf : pN - Z are homomorphisms, because the unique continuous 
extension of any homomorphism from N into a compact topological group G is 
easily seen to be a homomorphism from /3iV to G, and H is precisely the subset of 
@V on which all the maps q$ vanish.) In [8], Lisan shows that Pt’V contains c 
copies of H which miss the minimal ideal. (Another proof of that result is given in 
i91.1 
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Supposethat~u~~andvEH.IfMEE*,andNEv,then{m+n:mEM,n 
EN and supp m < supp n} E p + V. This follows from the fact that p + v will be 
found to lie in the closure of this set, if we first allow n to converge to u, keeping 
m fixed, and then allow m to converge to p. 
If X is a subset of N, put C, = (n E N: supp n cX1. For each 5 E (2”: 
n H, C, will denote n x E sex n N*. Then C, is a nonempty compact subsemi- 
group of H. For, for any X E 5, m + n E C, if m, n E C, and supp m < supp n. If 
IL, veHncx, the set of integers which are sums m + n of this kind will be in 
p + v as we have just seen. Hence p + v E cx. This shows that H n cx is a - 
subsemigroup of N*. Obviously, 5 E C, and so 5 E C,. Thus we obviously have 
K, L C,. We shall show in Theorem 3.5 that this is always a strict inclusion. 
Finally in this introduction we give a brief proof of the result about (N, max) 
promised above. 
Proposition 1.1. PN contains a copy of W, mad. 
Proof. Suppose that X and Y are infinite subsets of N for which Y LX and X\Y 
is infinite. Since any compact right topological semigroup contains an idempotent - - 
[l], there is an idempotent e in C, n H. If K is the minimal ideal of C, n H, then 
e + K + e(cK) contains a subgroup of K, and so an idempotent f. Obviously 
e + f =f + e =f. Moreover, e #f. To see this, consider the mapping (b from N to 
Z, = (5, l} with multiplication as its semigroup operation, for which 4(n) = 1 if - 
and only if supp iz L Y. Then @ is a homomorphism on C, n H, and @(e> = 1 
but @(f) = 0 because 0 is an ideal in Z, which means that I( ~(@-l{O}. 
Now choose an increasing sequence (XJ of infinite subsets of fV for which each 
set X,, + i \X, is infinite. If e, is an idempotent in Cxl, there will be an idempotent 
e2 # e, in 5, for which e, + e2 = e2 + e, = e2. There will then be an idempotent 
e3 # e2 in Cx, for which e2 + e3 = e3 + e2 = e3. Proceeding in this way, we obtain a 
copy of (N, maxI. 0 
2. Free products in @V 
Theorem 2.1. Let r be a family of subsemigroups of H. Suppose that, for any finite 
number of elements pl, p2,..., p,, in IJ r, there are subsets M,, M,, . . . , M, of N 
with the following properties: pi E CG, (i = 1, 2,. . . , n), and Mi n M, = fl if pi and 
pi belong to different semigroups in the family r (i, j = 1, 2,. . . , n>. Then H contains 
a subsemigroup algebraically isomorphic to the free product of the semigroups in r. 
Proof. It will be convenient to use an equivalence relation on U r, defined by 
stating that A = p if h and p belong to the same semigroup in r. 
Suppose that pl+pz+ ... +cL~=cL~+~+cL~+~+ 4.. +pL,+, where CLiE 
U r (i = 1, 2,. . . , m + n>, pi f pi+1 (i = 1, 2,. . ., m - 1) and P,+j f P,+j+l (j = 
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1, 2,..., n - 1). We shall show that m = n and that pk = P,,,+~ for each k = 
1,2 ,..., m. 
We first choose subsets M,, M2,. . . , M,,,+, of N with the following properties: 
/Ar E c;, (r = 1, 2,. . .) m + n> and M, n MS = fl if pr f ps (Y, s = 1, 2,. . . , m + n>. 
We may also assume that M, = MS if IL, = Pi, because each set M, can be 
replaced by U{M,: pcLs = p,). 
Now consider an integer r expressed in dyadic form as r = Cf= 1 2 bl. We define 
4(r) to be the set of values of i for which i = s or for which i < s and 2bl and 2’,+1 
belong to different sets in {M,, M2,. . . , Mm+,J. We define g(r) = I $(r) 1. 
For each k = 1, 2,. . . , g(r), we define ck to be the kth element in 4(r). We 
define 
h,(r) = c 2bi, 
igc, 
and 
h/Jr) = c 2bl 
ck_l<i6ck 
for k = 2, 3,. . ., g(r). 
Suppose now that we can express r as r = r1 + r2 + . . . +r,, where supp ri 
<supp ri+* (i=1,2,..., m - 1) and supp ri cMi (i = 1, 2,. . . , ml. It is clear that 
g(r) = m and that h,(r) = rk (k = 1, 2,. . . , m). If we first allow rm to converge to 
CL m, while rl, r2,. . . , rm_l remain fixed, and then allow r,,_* to converge to p,_i, 
while rl, rZ,...,rm_2 remain fixed, and proceed in this way, we find that 
gp(~1+~2+ .** +cL,) =m 
and 
q&-Q +A%+ *** +/&J =/J/C 
for each k = 1, 2,. . . , m. Similarly, 
g%-&+i + IL,+2 + * * * +/-&+n> = II 
and 
k&(&z+, + p,,z+Z + ’ ’ ’ +&n+n) = pcL,+k 
for each k = 1, 2,. . . , n. 
This establishes our claim that m = n and pk = pk+m for each k = 1, 2,. . . , m. 
0 
Corollary 2.2. H contains the free product of the semigroups C,, where 5 
l (2n:.nH. 
Remark. Since there are 2’ elements in I2”: n H, H does contain the free 
product of 2’ infinite compact semigroups. 
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Corollary 2.3. Suppose that r is a family of c semigroups, each isomorphic to a 
subsemigroup of H. Then the free product of the semigroups in T is isomorphic to a 
subsemigroup of H. 
Proof. Let B be a family of infinite subsets of (2”: rz E iYJ1, with the property that 
18 I = c and that any two sets in 8 have a finite intersection (see [2,912] for a 
proof of the existence of such families). Then, if r = {Cz n H: E E 691, it is clear 
that r has the property stated in the preceding theorem. Thus H contains the free 
product of the semigroups in r. 
Now C,$ n H is isomorphic to H for each E E 8; for, if E = {2’,: rz E f$J}, the 
mapping CiEF2ei H CiEF2i ( w ere h F is a finite subset of fV> extends to an 
isomorphism from Cz n H to H. Hence, if (T,IEE g is a family of semigroups, each 
isomorphic to a subsemigroup of H, TE will be isomorphic to a subsemigroup of 
Cz n H for each E E 8. It follows that the free product of the family (T,IE E 8 will 
be isomorphic to a subsemigroup of H. III 
3. The semigroups K, and C, 
We shall need to use the following result. 
Lemma 3.1. Let A and B be two countable subsets of BN. Then An B f fl implies 
that either A n i? # fl or An B # fl. 
This is just Lemma 1 in [13]. The lemma also holds if A and B are cr-compact 
(Lemma 1.1 of [61X 
Theorem 3.2. Let 8 denote a right cancellable element of N*. Then 
(i) K, contains a copy of the free group on 2’ generators, 
(ii> each minimal left or right ideal in K, contains 2’ idempotents. 
Proof. It was shown in [13] that there is a continuous surjective homomorphism 
K, - BN which we shall here denote by I/J. (In the proof of Theorem 3 in [13], a 
mapping c was defined from a set S of integers into N. It was shown that cp was a 
homomorphism on a compact subsemigroup of N* which contained 5, and that it 
mapped .$ to 1. Hence cp would induce a continuous surjective homomorphism of 
K, onto N.> The conclusions of the theorem are algebraic consequences of the 
surjectivity of +G and the structure theory of compact semigroups (see Lemma 2.3 
of [7]). We sketch some details. 
First, if L is a minimal left ideal of K,, then t,k(L) is a minimal left ideal of @U 
(Proof. The surjectivity of Cc, yields that I/J(L) is a left ideal, so that it contains a 
minimal left ideal L’. Then I,!-%‘) is a left ideal which meets the minimal left 
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ideal L, so that L G q!-l(L’), whence I/J(L) CL’. Thus I)(L) = L’ is a minimal left 
ideal.) Similar ideas give that any minimal left ideal L,’ of pk4 is equal to I)(L) for 
any minimal left ideal L contained in 1,4-l(Z). Corresponding results hold for 
minimal right ideals. 
Now let G be a maximal group in the minimum ideal of K,. By general 
structure theory [1,41.2], G = R + L for some minimal right ideal R and minimal 
left ideal L. Hence I,!J(G) = I)(R) + $(L) is a maximal group in the minimum ideal 
of pk4. We know [5] that $(G) contains a free group on a set A with 2’ elements, 
and if we choose for each a EA an element b, E G with +(b,) = a, then {b,: 
a EA} is a set with 2’ elements which generates a free subgroup of G. This proves 
(9. 
Each idempotent e in the minimum ideal of K, is the identity of precisely one 
maximal group G = R + L, so that t+k(e) is the identity of $(G) = $(R) + I/J(L). It 
follows easily that I+!J maps the idempotents in any minimal left ideal L onto the 
idempotents in +9(L). Again from [51, e(L) contains 2’ idempotents and so L also 
must. 0 
Theorem 3.3. Each semigroup K, where 5 is right cancellable in PN, contains a copy 
of (N, max). Hence H contains the free product of 2’ copies of (N, max). 
Proof. Proposition 1.1 established that H contains a copy of (k4, max), that is, a 
semigroup {(Y,: n E fY), satisfying (Y, + (Y, = (Y, + LY, = (Y, if n > m. We can choose 
an idempotent pi in K, for which @(pi) = cxi, where 9 is the function defined at 
the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.2, because ~,-‘{cwi} is a compact right 
topological semigroup and therefore contains an idempotent. We can then choose 
an element y in K, for which I,+(Y) = (Ye. Thus $-‘{(Y.J n (Ks + pl> is nonempty, 
because it contains y + pl. It follows that there is an idempotent 6 E $-‘{(YJ n 
(Kc + pl). If p2 = p1 + 6, & is an idempotent for which I@~) = cz2 and p1 + & = 
pz + p1 = &. By repeating this argument, we can define a sequence (p,) of 
idempotents in K, for which p,, + p,,, = /3, + p, = /3, if n > m. 
The last assertion of the theorem follows from K, c C, and Corollary 2.2. 0 
Theorem 3.4. (i) Each semigroup C, is disjoint from the closure of the minimum 
ideal of H. 
(ii) If h + p E C,, where A, p E H, then A E C, and p E C,. 
Proof. For each subset X of N we define a homomorphism 4x : H + (Z,, X > (the 
multiplicative semigroup Z,) as follows: We first define 4x on N by stating that 
4~,(2~) = 1 if 2’ EX, 4X(2b) = 0 if 2’EX, and 
4x(n) = I-I 4x(2b). 
2bE supp n 
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Then 4x clearly extends to a continuous homomorphism from H to Z,, which 
- 
takes the value 1 precisely on C,. 
Since, for any A E H, we have A E C, if and only if $,(A) = 1 for every X E 5, 
statement (ii) above follows immediately. 
To prove (i), take X E 5 for which 4; ‘(0) I-J H # fl. This is possible for, if N \X 
is infinite, fi # CN,x n H L 4; ‘IO). Then since 0 is a closed ideal in Z,, +X ‘(0) n H 
is a closed ideal in H which, of course, contains the minimum ideal of H. 
Obviously, C, n $2 ‘(0) = @. 0 
In the following theorem, c will denote the mapping from N to itself for which 
c(n) = lsupp n I. Since c(m + n) = c(m) + c(n) if m, n E N and supp m < supp n, 
it follows easily that cp(p + V) = @(CL> + c%) for every I_L E @J and every v E H. 
Theorem 3.5. For any .$ E (2”: n H, C, #K,. 
Proof. Clearly, K, = (Ks + 5) U (5). We shall show that C, contains elements other 
than 5 which are not in H + H. The theorem will then follow. 
To see this, choose a discrete sequence (EL,) in (2”: n H, and a se- 
quence 04,) of mutually disjoint subsets of N satisfying M,, E Pi. For each n, 
choose A, E C, such that cfl(A,> = IL,. Let 
A={m+n: m,nEfV;suppm<suppn;c(n)>c(m); 
c(m), c(n) E {2’: TEN}; and c(n) EM,}. 
We shall first show that An C, # @. 
Let X E 5. Choose any m satisfying c(m) E (2’: r E N} and supp m LX. Since 
{r E IV: supp r GX} E A,, we can choose an integer n for which supp n CX and 
m + n EA. Thus A n {r: supp r LX} # fl and hence Af? C, # @. 
We shall now show that zn (H + H) = fl. 
Suppose, on the contrary, that p + y EAT where p, y E H. Note that for any 
a EA, cPocp(a)=2. So cP~cP(P)=cP~c~(y>= 1, and (2”: n E N} is in both 
c@(p) and ~~(7). 
Now, for some B E p, A will contain a set of the form U m E s(rn + C,>, where 
C,,, E y for each m. (This follows from the fact that, if B = (m E N: m + y ~2, 
then B E /3 by the continuity of the map v ++ v + y on /3fV. For each m E B, 
C,,, = {n E N: m + II EA} E y, by the continuity of the map v H m + v on pf%> We 
may suppose that c(B) G (2’: r E IV} and CCC,) z (2’: r E N} for each n. Now for 
any m,#m, in B andanynEC,,nCmp, m,+nEA and m,+nEA. 
It is easy to check that each element a EA has a unique expression of the form 
x + y, where supp x < supp y, c(x) < c(y) and c(x), c(y) E 12’: r E N}; for c(a) 
has a unique expression of the form 2’ + 2” with r < s. 
Hence, by the definition of A, it follows that c(n) E Mm, and c(n) E Mm,- 
contradicting the assumption that Mm, n Mm, = @. 0 
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4. The semigroups V6 
We now turn our attention to VC, the smallest countably closed subsemigroup of 
N* containing 5. Notice that I$ is countably compact. 
We begin with a result which applies in a much more general situation. It is 
remarkable because the closure of a subsemigroup of a right topological semi- 
group, and in particular of @J, is not generally a semigroup, but we give conditions 
under which a positive conclusion is obtainable. Our theorem is in the tradition of 
results which assert that when a certain property holds for countable sets, then it 
holds for all sets. 
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a right topological semigroup which is regular as a topological 
space. Suppose that X has a dense countable subset S which is contained in the 
topological centre A(X) of X. Zf Vis a countably compact subsemigroup of X, then v 
is a semigroup. 
Proof. Since S is countable, we can enumerate it as Is,, s2, ss,. . .I. 
Right continuity allows us to conclude from V + v c v that v is a semigroup, so 
we can prove our result by supposing that for some 5 E V and some p E v we have 
5 + p @ v, and deriving a contradiction. In that case, 5 + p will have an open 
neighbourhood W for which wf’ V = fl. Put U = {T EX: TI + p E WI. Then U is a 
neighbourhood of 5. Write M = {sm E S: s, E U); because S is dense in X, 5 E rl?. 
Let (pi) be a net in V converging to p. For each s, EM, there will be an index i, 
such that sk + pi, E W for every sk E M with k < m. The sequence (pi,) will have 
a limit point v in V. Since s, E A(X) for each m, sk + v E w for every sk EM. It 
follows that 5 + Y E W-contradicting the fact that 5 + v E V + V & V. q 
Our next proposition gives two new descriptions of V& The second is in terms of 
a transfinite induction process which we now describe. We denote by w1 the first 
uncountable ordinal. We divide the ordinals strictly less than o1 into two classes; 
A will denote those of the form (Y + p where LY is 0 or a limit ordinal and 
p E 2N u IO}, and A’ will denote w~\A. 
We begin our induction by taking Vz = 15). Suppose that (Y < w1 and that V[ 
has been defined for every p < (Y. We put VP = 6 + V;“- ’ if (Y EA. Otherwise we 
put VP equal to the set of all limit points of countable subsets of lJ VP. P<a 5 
The third part of the next proposition fits naturally here although it is con- 
cerned with the semigroups K, discussed in the last section. 
Proposition 4.2. (i) V6 is the smallest countably closed subset C of N* for which 
gECand (+CcC. 
(ii) V6 = U (I < w,V6a. 
(iii) I$ is the smallest closed subset C of N* for which 5 E C and E + C c C. 
(iv> V6 = K,. 
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Proof. 6) Take C as in the statement of the proposition. Trivially, C c V,. Consider 
D = {CL E V[: I_L + C c Cl. This is obviously a semigroup containing 5. Further, if 
A4 CD is countable then M + C G C, right continuity and the fact that C is 
countably closed show that &? + C z C, so that D is countably closed. Thus 
D = Ve, whence C CD. Therefore C is a semigroup and C = Vs. 
(ii) Any countable subset of IJ (y <olVca is contained in some union lJ a<PV; 
with p <q. Thus C = lJ ,<,,Vta is countably closed, and the inductive construc- 
tion above shows that it is precisely the smallest set satisfying the conditions of (i). 
(iii) This is proved in the same way as (i). 
(iv) Theorem 4.1 yields this conclusion immediately on taking X = @+J, S = N, 
andV=Q q 
Now that the inductive construction of V6 is established we can define, for each 
77 E V6, l(q) to be the smallest ordinal (Y for which 77 E l$?. 
In the rest of this section we shall be concerned with the case in which .$ is right 
cancellable. Before we do this, we remark that for other elements 5, V6 can behave 
in ways very different from those we shall find below. For example, if ,$ = 1 + e, 
where e is idempotent in @NJ, then Vc = pN + e; it therefore contains idempotents 
and noncancellative elements, and so cannot be algebraically isomorphic to the 
semigroups discussed in the next two theorems. 
We now take 5 right cancellable. We see in the following theorem that every 
element of l$ is right cancellable. In particular, therefore, I$ contains no idempo- 
tents. So countably closed subsemigroups of pN can be very different from 
compact ones. Moreover, if we start from S, and try to reach the idempotents of 
K,, we shall not be able to do so until we get outside V& so the idempotents of K, 
are in one sense remote-they cannot be reached from 5 by countable-type 
operations. 
The theorem also implies (taking the special case (Y = o) that s,\S, generates 
a free subsemigroup in PN, if 5 is any right cancellable element of PN. It was 
shown in [13] that !?c could not be a semigroup. This result shows how very far it is 
from being a semigroup. 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that 5 is right cancellable in /3N. Then the elements of Vc are 
all right cancellable in /3N, and for each (Y the elements of l-1(~) (when this set is 
nonempty) generate a free subsemigroup of PN. 
Proof. We divide the proof into three parts. 
(i) We shall first show the following: if A, + pl = A, + ELM, where Ai, pl, A,, 
pL2 E N*, then pi EPN +pcLz or p2 EPN +~i or both A, =A, and p1 =p2. 
To see this, take L, E A, and L, E A,, choosing L, n L, = (d if Al + A,. Since 
-. A, + p1 EL, + pl and A, + p2 E L, + p2 It follows from Lemma 3.1 that k + pl = 
K~~~forsomek~L1andsome~~~2orelseK+~1=k+~2forsome~~L2 
and some K Ezl. We may suppose that k + pl = K + p2. 
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If K # k, then pi = C-k + K) + j_+ in the cases when K E N and K > k or when 
K E N* (in the second case, -k + K is defined because if k, + K, then eventually 
k < k, so that the net (-k + k,) is eventually defined and is convergent to an 
element of PN which must be -k + K). Otherwise, when K E N and K < k, 
/+=(-K+k)+pI. Thusp,E/3N+pCL2 orpu,EplV++i. 
The remaining case is when K = k. Then pi = pz, and it also follows that 
L, n L, # fl and hence that h, = A,. 
Notice that, if we apply this result when pu, = pz, we obtain the well-known fact 
that an element p of fitV which is not right cancellable is in PN + /.J. 
(ii) We shall need to use notation defined in [13], which we now recall, and to 
develop some properties of a particular compact semigroup R. In [13, Theorem 21, 
for a right cancellable element 5 a set XE 5 was found with the property that, 
with X arranged as an increasing sequence (x,), {x,: x,+i -x, > m) E 5 for every 
m E N. We fix X for the rest of this proof. S denotes the set of integers which can 
be written as sums of the form xal + xnz + . . . +xnk, with k E N, n, < n2 < . . . < 
nk and C~Z~X,, <x,,+ 1 - xnr for each r = 2, 3,. . . , k; such expressions for integers 
were shown to be unique. For each m E N, let R,,, denote the set of sums of this 
kind satisfyingL,, & m and x,,+, -x,i>m+C~-1x,,foreachi=1,2 ,..., k. 
R= n,,F&?l is then a compact subsemigroup of N* containing 5 and there- 
fore containing V<. To see this, suppose that u, r E R. For each m E N and each 
SE&, s+tER,,, if tER,+,. Allowing t to converge to r shows that s + T E R,. 
Allowing s to converge to u then shows that (+ + r E R,. So u + T E R. 
Suppose now that n + (+ E R,,, where n E N and u E R. We shall show that 
II E R,. We can write n + C;X,~ = Csx,,, where C;x,( E R,( E u) and CSx,, E R, 
are sums of the kind described. Now x,, 
r 
= xn,; for x,, <x, implies that x,,, - x,~ 
2.X m,+l -xmr > n + C;-‘x, , and x,,+ > x,~ implies that x,, - x,,~ 3 x,,+ 1 -x,$ > 
CSelxnj. Cancelling x,, from the equation and repeating the argument shows that 
n=z;-‘x *, so n ER,. It follows that we cannot have II + u E R if II E N and 
UER. 
A further consequence is that if p E PRJ, u E R and p + u E R then p E R. For 
-. 
I_L + u E R, implies that {n E N: y1+ u E R,} E p and hence that R,,, E p. 
(iii) We claim that for each CY EA, (PN + I-‘{c-u}) n U p GasP = @. To see this, 
suppose the contrary and let (Y be the first ordinal for which (pN + Z-‘(a)> fl 
lJ pG aV[ # @. Let /3 then be the first ordinal for which (j3IV + l-‘{a)) n Vt # @. It 
is easy to check that /3 > 0, for [ is right cancellable and /3fU + I-1(c-u) cPFV + 5. 
Thus we have n = A + 5, for some n E V$?, some A E p/V and some 5 E V* which 
satisfies f(y) = a. 
If /3 EA, 77 is a limit point of a countable set of elements in U y <pVcy. Since 
A + l E N + 5= PBJ + b, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that either there is some 
77’E u y < pVcy with n’ E @KJ + 6 or else that there is some 7” E VP with n” = IZ + 5 
for some IZ E N. The first possibility can be ruled out by our choice of p to be as 
small as possible, and the second can be ruled out by the fact that n”, l E R (see 
step (ii) of this proof). Hence p EA’ and n = .$ + v for some v E Vcp-‘. 
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Now consider the mapping g : S + N U {O} defined by stating that g(n) = C~+x,~ 
if n is expressed as Cf= ixni in the way described in (ii). Then gp : 3 = &S -P pN U 
{O}. Since R c S, it is easy to see that, for any g, r E R, gp(u + 7) = gP(a) + 7. 
What is more, this equality holds if we are given r E R and (+ + T E R, for then 
g E R by the last part of (ii>. Thus we can apply gp to the equation ,.$ + v = 77 = A 
+ 4’ to obtain v =g%) + C. This again contradicts the minimality of /?. 
This establishes our claim that (/3N + l-‘{cu}) n IJ pcaV[ = @. In particular, 
(/3N + I-‘{cu)) n Z-'(a) = @. It then follows from paragraph (i> that the elements of 
l-‘{(.u} are right cancellable in BN and generate a free subsemigroup of N*. q 
We shall next prove that all the semigroups V6 are algebraically the same. 
Theorem 4.4. Zf .$ and 5’ are any two right cancellable elements of N*, the 
semigroups VC and VC, are algebraically isomorphic. 
Proof. (i> We first prove that we can assume that both 5 and 5’ are in m. 
We do this by showing that each semigroup VI is isomorphic to a semigroup VT 
with 77 E m. 
Adopting the notation of the proof of Theorem 4.369 again, we define a map 
4 : S -+ N by stating that +(C~x,J = CfZn;, where C~X~, is a sum of the kind 
described in that theorem. It is easy to check that @ is a homomorphism from R 
into H. Since C/J is injective, there is a mapping q : $CS) + S for which $4 is the 
identity on S. It follows that +!J@@’ is the identity on 3. Hence @ defines an 
isomorphism from I$ to V&C). 
(ii) We can now suppose that 5 and 5’ are distinct elements of (2”:. Let 
17 = ( + 4’. We choose two complementary subsets M and M’ of N for which 
ME 5 and M’ E (‘, and define two mappings 19 and 0’ from RJ to N U (0) as 
follows: tV(n) = E(M n supp n) and e’(n) = C(M’ f~ supp n>. It is easy to see that 
8p and VP define homomorphisms on H, and that tip(q) = 5 and @‘(~I = 5’. 
We shall show that, for each LY < oi, BP is injective on U p G ,Vt. 
Suppose the contrary, and let (Y be the first ordinal for which this statement 
fails to hold. Let p then be the first ordinal for which there exists p E Vt 
satisfying @(p) = @(v) for some Y #p in V;. Note that cy, /3 > 0. 
We prove that (Y and p cannot both be in A’. Observe that 5 is left cancellable 
in H (as can be seen by applying the mapping gp, where g(n) = C”,2bi if n is 
expressed dyadically as Ci2’1). If we had p = r] + p’ and v = n + Y’ for some 
/_L’E Vt-’ and some V’ E V,“- ‘, we would have 5 + #(fi> = 5 + 0%‘), implying 
that @($,I) = 0%‘). We would then have 4 = V’ and p = Y. 
If (Y, p E A, F is in the closure of a countable subset L of U y < ,-Jq ?nd v is in 
the closure of a countable subset K of U y < aV,‘. We may suppose that L n K = @. 
Since eQ_d=eQ>EeP(K) n ep(q, L emma 3.1 implies that @&“) = 0%“) 
where either d’ E L and V” E K or d’ E 1 and V” E K. But both of these possibili- 
ties are ruled out by our choice of (Y and p. 
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Now consider the case in which (Y E A and /? E A’. Then p = 77 + $” for some 
$” E I$-’ and v E K for some countable K E U y < aV: satisfying k $5 K. We then 
have 5 + /&L”> = Ids. Since 5 + @($‘> E {2” + Ofi( n E N}, Lemma 3.1 
implies that 2” + @(CL”‘> = 0%“‘) for some n E N and some Y”’ E K, or else 
6 + OP(d”> = 0%“‘) for some c E (2”: and some Y”’ E K. The first possibil- 
ity is ruled out because it would imply that 2” E H. The second implies that l E C, 
(by Theorem 4.3(u)). But it is easy to see that 5 is the unique element in C, 
n (2”: n E N). So I = 5 and O@(p) = 0%“‘) - which again contradicts our choice 
of (Y and p. 
The final case, in which (Y E A’ and p E A, can be dealt with by a similar 
argument. 
This establishes our claim and shows that BP is injective on ‘/‘,. It therefore 
defines an algebraic isomorphism between I$ and I$. 
In the same way we see that 0” also defines an algebraic isomorphism between 
I$ and I$,. Therefore VC and VCf are algebraically isomorphic. 0 
Remarks and open questions. While it is easy to find large subsemigroups of pN 
with a high degree of freedom, it is tantalisingly difficult to find certain small 
semigroups within pN. It is, for example, not known whether PN contains any 
nontrivial finite cyclic semigroup. It is also not known whether PN contains a copy 
of (N, min), that is a semigroup whose elements are a countable sequence (e,) of 
idempotents satisfying e, + e, = e, + e, = e, if m G n. 
Theorem 4.3 shows that the semigroups VC (with 5 right cancellable in PN) are 
algebraically isomorphic, but it leaves open the question of whether they are 
topologically isomorphic. Since this paper was finished, the last author has been 
considering, for 5 E N*, the semigroup W6 which is the smallest semigroup 
containing 5 which is u-compactly closed, that is, which contains the closure of 
each of its cr-compact subsets. For 5 right cancellative, these semigroups are both 
topologically and algebraically isomorphic. Proofs will be published elsewhere. It 
would be interesting to know whether all the semigroups K, are isomorphic, and 
whether all the semigroups C, are isomorphic. 
We know that H contains c disjoint copies of itself [8,9]. We do not know 
whether this could be increased to 2’. 
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